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General product information: 
Description: 
The signal conditioning instruments VEGATOR 141 type TOR141.**S/X**** and VEGATOR 142 type 
TOR142.******* are used for the supply of passive, intrinsically safe 4…20 mA two wire measuring sensors, 
the safe galvanic separation of the intrinsically safe circuits from all non-intrinsically safe circuits and the 
evaluation of the analogue transmitted measuring data. 
 
Type code and Marking: 

VEGATOR 141 type TOR141.**S/X**** 
VEGATOR 142 type TOR142.******* 

Ex ec nC [ia Ga] IIC T4 Gc
Ex ec nC [ia IIIC Da] IIC T4 Gc 
Ex ec nC [ia I Ma] IIC T4 Gc
[Ex ia Ma] I
[Ex ia Ga] IIC
[Ex ia Da] IIIC

Electrical data: 
Supply
(Terminals 16/17)

For connection to non-intrinsically safe circuits with the 
following maximum values:

U = 24...230 V a.c (-15 … +10%) 
U = 24… 65 V d.c (-15 … +10%) 
Um = 253 V a.c

 
Relay outputs
(Terminals
Relay 1: 10/11/12
Relay 2: 13/14/15)

For connection to non-intrinsically safe circuits with the 
following maximum values:

Un = 253 V a.c ; In = 3 A 
Un = 60 V d.c; In = 1 A 

Signal circuits 
(Terminals 1/2, 4/5)

In type of protection intrinsic safety Ex ia I/IIC/IIB(IIIC)
With following maximum values per circuit:

Uo = 22.4 V
 Io = 113.5 mA 

Po = 636 mW
 Characteristic line: linear

Effective internal capacitance Ci Negligibly small 
Effective internal inductance Li Negligibly small 
 

The maximum permissible values for the external inductance Lo and the external capacitance Co can be 
taken from the following tables: 

 

 

Ex ia I Lo [mH] 58 20 0.5 0.2 0.1 

Co  2 3.1 3.8 4.8 5.5 

Ex ia IIC Lo [mH] 1.9 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 

Co  0.058 0.076 0.097 0.13 0.156 

Ex ia IIB (IIIC) Lo [mH] 16 10 1 0.5 0.2 

Co [ F] 0.6 0.69 0.74 0.86 1.09 
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The intrinsically safe signal circuit is safe galvanically separated from the non-intrinsically safe circuits up 
to a peak value of the voltage of 375 V. 
 

Thermal data: 
Permissible ambient temperature range: -20 °C < Ta < +60 °C 

Details of change (applicable only when revising an existing ExTR package): 
Proof of conformity of the signal conditioning instruments VEGATOR 141 type TOR141.**S/X**** 
VEGATOR 142 type TOR142.******* to the current versions of the standards  
IEC 60079-0:2017/COR1:2020, IEC 60079-7:2017, IEC 60079-11:2011/COR1:2012 and  
IEC 60079-15:2017 
Actuating the buttons behind the cover plate cannot increase the maximum intrinsically safe output current 
and the internal effective reactances, therefore the ignition protection type intrinsic safety is not affected. 
The "ic" circuit can therefore be omitted from the marking. 
 
Specific Conditions of Use: 
1. For EPL Gc applications the signal conditioning instruments VEGATOR 141 type TOR141.**S/X**** 

and VEGATOR 142 type TOR142.******* have to be installed in a suitable enclosure according to  
IEC 60079-7 resp. IEC 60079-15 in such a way that a degree of protection of at least IP54 is 
achieved.

 
2. For EPL Gc applications the signal conditioning instruments VEGATOR 141 type TOR141.**S/X**** 

and VEGATOR 142 type TOR142.******* have to be erected in such a way that a pollution degree 2 
or less, according to IEC 60664-1, is achieved.

 
3. For EPL Gc applications measures have to be taken, external to the signal conditioning instruments 

VEGATOR 141 type TOR141 .**S/X**** and VEGATOR 142 type TOR142.*******, to provide a 
transient protection that ensures that the rated voltage, connected to the power supply terminals, is 
not exceeded by more than 40 %.

 
4. The connecting and disconnecting of non-intrinsically safe circuits is only permitted in the absence 

of a potentially explosive atmosphere.
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